Munich, 24 January 2019 – In 2018, real estate consultancy group Realogis continued its commitment and supported non-profit projects and institutions for the second time. While six SOS Children's Villages were given a financial donation in 2017, in 2018 the focus of their commitment was on getting involved. “The aim of our Realogis helps! campaign was to go beyond a mere donation and to give employees an insight into the voluntary work at their location,” commented Kathrina Weiß, Managing Director of Realogis Holding GmbH.

Each branch chose their own social project which they implemented with the whole team. The various locations and topics included children, young people and families, schools, the homeless, refugees, people with disabilities, old people and nature and the environment in non-profit associations and organisations.

“Our teams deal with complex topics related to real estate and solutions for our customers and market partners every day,” said Kathrina Weiß. “Going beyond and helping people in other areas of their lives has been a pleasure, brought many new insights, and strengthened the teams. After these active and creative experiences, the Realogis helps! campaign will also be continued in 2019.”

The projects included:

**Hamburg: Clean-up of the LeNa facility (Lebendige Nachbarschaft)**
Realogis employees used a feather duster and cleaned the entire facility until it was shining again. Afterwards they talked with the residents over food and drink and got an insight how important this facility is for the people living here. They remain in contact.
Düsseldorf: St Nicholas' celebration at the Child Protection Association in Düsseldorf
Realogis employees donated toys to the facility worth approximately EUR 1,000, which were also tested with the kids. In 2019, all employees will return to the facility to handover more toys.

Frankfurt: Distributing food at the Franziskustreff
On two mornings (6:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.), Realogis employees gave out about 150 portions of breakfast to people in need and cleaned their work area at the end. There was ample time to talk and learn about the various individual life stories.

Stuttgart: Project for the homeless
On two days, Realogis employees put together a sort of survival bag with rescue blanket, hygiene items etc. and distributed them to homeless people in Stuttgart city centre. The rest went to the help for the homeless, which they can distribute if necessary.

Berlin: Waste collection and “integration through sport”
In September 2018, Realogis employees diligently collected waste and rubbish on the banks of the Müggelsee in Treptow-Köpenick. They also supported the “integration through sport” campaign, where children and adults of all ages and backgrounds demonstrated their talents at numerous stations and got to know each other while playing games. They took on a variety of volunteer supporting roles, for example, at the various sports stations, bouncy castle, soccer court and the table football station.

Realogis is the leading German consulting company for letting and investments in industrial, logistics and commercial properties in Germany. Realogis provides nearly 60 experts looking after the real estate needs of national and international companies and private and institutional investors. The Realogis Group is operating its own branches at the key German logistics locations. Active throughout Germany since 2005, the first mover in the growth market of logistics real estate reported a turnover of nearly EUR 13.5 million in 2018.
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